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 : (1) -I     . 
  (2) -I      . 
  (3) -II  . 9  . 
  (4)      .  
  (5)       .  
   

 – I 
1. (A)   (harmonic distortion)   ?     

   (three points)     A0, A1  A2   .  7 
 (B)        ?      

.       . 7 
 
2. (A)    ?     .   .        

   dB = 20 log 



VoVi  + 10 log 



RiRo  . 7 

 (B)        . 7 
 
3. (A) CE    (low frequency)     

  .  7 
 (B)   (square wave)      (low frequency 

response)   .  7 
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4. (A)  -,         . 7 

 (B)       (Approximate) CE   .  7  
 

5. (A) (i)            

. 7 

   Y = (A + B) (A + –B) (–A + B) 
  (ii)    (digital system)   “  ” (Don’t Care Condition) 

.   

 (B)  (mini terms)     7 

   y = m(7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)   
        .     (sum of 

product)   .  

  (i) OR  AND   . 

  (ii)  NAND   . 
 

6. (A) RS   (flip flop)   .  7 

 (B) JK   (flip flop)   . 7 
 

7. (A)   (superposition)       .  7 

 (B) T  (network)   (network)   (vice-versa)  

      .  7 
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8. (A)     .   fr   .     

            

(opposite sign)  . 7 
 (B)      . far ( )    

 Rar = L
CR .  7 

 

 – II 
9.    : ( ) 8 
 (1) -A    ? 
 (2)        ? 

 (3)    dB  20 log 



VoVi   ? 

 (4)  I½  I–½    ?  

 (5) CE   (cascade)    .   
 (6)   (coupling capacitor)   .  
 (7)    f1  n        

f1(n)   .  

 (8)          .  
 (9)     (Quad) 

 (10)   Y = A–B + AB  .  
 (11) -   .  
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 (12)         ?         ? 
 (13)  (linear)   .  
 (14)  (Norton’s)    .  
 (15)    .  
 (16)    .  

___________ 
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Instructions : (1) All questions in Section – I carry equal marks. 
   (2) Attempt any three questions in Section – I. 
   (3) Question – 9 in Section – II is compulsory. 
   (4) Symbols have their usual meaning. 
   (5) Number to right side of questions indicates marks. 

 
Section – I 

1. (A) What is harmonic distortion ? Explain three points method of calculating 
harmonic distortion. Obtain amplitude A0, A1 and A2. 7 

 (B) What would be the input resistance of an ideal amplifier ? Explain it with 
necessary formula and circuit. Describe one method to measure the input 
resistance of an amplifier. 7 

 
2. (A) What is Decibel ? Explain zero decibel reference level. Give characteristics of 

decibel. Derive dB = 20 log 



VoVi  + 10 log 



RiRo . 7 

 (B) Explain how voltmeter can be used as a decibel indicator. 7 
 
3. (A) Explain the effect of emitter bypass capacitor on low frequency response of CE 

amplifier. 7 
 (B) Explain low frequency response of amplifier to a square wave. 7 
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4. (A) Explain about hybrid -capacitance, base spreading resistance and transistor 
transconductance. 7 

 (B) Explain : Approximate CE high frequency model with a resistive load. 7  
 
5. (A) (i) Simplify the Boolean equation using Boolean laws and theorem. 7 

   Y = (A + B) (A + –B) (–A + B) 
  (ii) Explain “Don’t Care Condition” in digital system.  
 (B) Derived simplified Boolean equation using Karnaugh map for the logic equation 

expressed in mini terms y = m(7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15)  7 
  Draw the corresponding sum of product logic circuit  
  (i) Using basic logic gates (OR and AND) 
  (ii) Using only NAND gates 
 
6. (A) Explain in detail RS flip flop. 7 
 (B) Write a note on JK flip flop. 7 
 
7. (A) State and prove superposition theorem. 7 
 (B) Explain the method to convert a T network into equivalent  network and            

vice-versa. 7 
 
8. (A) Explain series resonance circuit-obtain expression for resonant frequency fr. 

Prove that voltage across inductor and capacitor are equal in magnitude but 
opposite in sign at the time series resonance. 7 

 (B) Describe parallel resonance circuit in detail. Derive equation far (resonance 
frequency) and obtain Rar = L

CR. 7 
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Section – II 
9. Answer in short : (any eight) 8 
 (1) What is class-A amplifier ? 
 (2) What should be value of output resistance of an ideal amplifier ? 

 (3) Under what condition the power gain in dB is equal to 20 log 



VoVi  ? 

 (4) What is meant by notation I1
2 and I–

 
1
2 ? 

 (5) Name the methods to cascade CE amplifier. 
 (6) Give the function of coupling capacitor. 
 (7) Write an equation of overall value of low frequency f1(n) for identical cascade 

stage each having same value of low frequency f1. 
 (8) What is the advantage of using transformer to cascade transistor amplifier stages ? 
 (9) Define Quad. 

 (10) Simplify Boolean equation Y = A–B + AB. 
 (11) Write equations of De-Morgan’s theorem. 
 (12) How many fundamental products are there for two variables ? How many for 

three and four variables ? 
 (13) Define linear element. 
 (14) State the Norton’s theorem. 
 (15) Write statement of Thevenin’s theorem. 
 (16) State the Reciprocity theorem. 

___________ 
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